LS EAPVI

The Bridge to
Academic Advancement
Textbooks

• Clear Speech (3rd Edition) (Gilbert)

plus

• The Real Thing (Highland) (odd # sessions: I, III, V)

or

• More of the Real Thing (Highland)
Textbooks (All Sessions)
Textbooks

• Sessions I, III, V

• Sessions II, IV, VI
Learning Outcomes - 1

• Take complete notes on lectures in a wide range of subjects
• Conduct academic research and presentations
Learning Outcomes - 2

• Pronounce sentences with natural intonation and stress patterns
• Use academic vocabulary with facility
• Skillfully ask questions and answer them in academic settings
Atmosphere

• Seminar style, with each student responsible for lectures on given days

• Open style, with much opportunity for question and answer
Activities - 1

• Teacher and video lectures with note-taking
• Student presentations with note-taking, questions, and answers
• Documentary videos/DVDs
Activities - 2

- Presentation of Graphs
- Pronunciation Practice
- Discussion/Debate
Standards

• No native language
• No missed presentations
• High enthusiasm
Typical Class
Slogan

“I learned a lot more than just English.”